3rd gen firebird headlight conversion

LOTS of new parts are on the way!!! Shopping Cart 0 items Checkout. Home About Us Service
Policies. Advanced Search. Coronavirus Update - We are still open and mostly unaffected by the
virus. Unfortunately, some our our suppliers have reduced staff or shut down which may lead to
some parts being delayed or unavailable. We are trying to pull parts off our site when a supplier
closes but the list changes all the time as more areas are affected. We have a large inventory of
parts on hand and will continue to ship as long as UPS is picking up. Stay safe! This year it is
Friday and Saturday, May 28th and 29th. It will be pushed back to Sunday or Monday in the
event of rain. We have had over 70 cars a year attend in the past and hope to have great turnout
once again. Here's what's planned for this year: - Friday, May 28th pm Friday night pre-party Friday night is the party night. The Friday night party is basically just your average summer
party. We will have a bonfire, pop, chips, etc. We will also have bean bag boards and other
things to do. The party isn't really about the cars, it just gives people a chance to hang around
and talk with other people who love thirdgens. It works great for people coming in from out of
town that have nothing to do Friday night. The first 70 cars registered will receive a Thirdgen
Fest '20 shirt. Each car attending is assigned a number and you will get a car information sheet
to display will your car. The other six classes are first place only. Winners are chosen through
participant voting. Each registration packet includes a ballot for the owner to vote for the car
they feel is best in each category. Of course, we will also be on hand with huge amounts of new
and used parts. We also have a raffle at the end of the day. Prizes have not been decided yet.
Each registration packet includes one raffle ticket and additional tickets are available. The day
will end with a car cruise to one of the local cruise spots. Registration packets for Thirdgen Fest
'21 go on sale April 1st and are available through the day of the event. All other cars will be
parked in a separate area. Thirdgen Fest is the longest running thirdgen event in the world. This
is a great event and continues to get better every year!!! More information will be posted as it
becomes available. Look for hundreds of new parts to be added to our site this winter and
spring including lots of ALL NEW parts you won't find anywhere else. We're working to add
many new suppliers and we also have lots of new parts in development that you won't find
anywhere else!!! Featured Products. The third generation Pontiac Firebird was introduced in
late by Pontiac alongside its corporate cousin, the Chevrolet Camaro for the model year. These
were also the first Firebirds with factory fuel injection, four-speed automatic transmissions ,
five-speed manual transmissions, four-cylinder engines, inch wheels, and hatchback bodies.
For , the new Firebird and Camaro had been completely restyled, with the windshield slope set
at a dramatic, more aerodynamic 62 degrees, [4] about 3 degrees steeper than anything GM had
ever tried before , flush mounted side glass, and for the first time, a large, glass-dominated rear
hatchback. Electronically controlled retractable headlamps, and a rounded hoodline and front
fenders were the primary characteristics that distinguished the Firebird from its Camaro sibling
and its previous Firebird incarnations. The Firebird would retain hidden headlamps until the end
of all production in Pontiac had also hoped to drop the "Trans Am" moniker from the
redesigned cars to save royalties paid to the SCCA for use of the name. Still, with its
dimensions reduced, wheelbase shortened, and weight reduced, the Third Generation Firebird
was also the closest yet in size to the original model. It also was the most aerodynamic
production Firebird to date with a drag coefficient of 0. The new Trans Am took things a bit
further, with a coefficient of. Wind tunnels were used to form the 3rd Gen F-Body's shape, and
these aerodynamic developments were fully taken advantage of by Pontiac's design team. The
sleek new car had a low slung front end which featured split grilles. They fed some air to the
radiator but most of the air came from an air dam underneath the front bumper. Every piece of
the car was designed to reduce drag. The newly designed side view mirror housings, made of
light alloy metal, were almost cone shaped, with the point facing the wind. The windshield
wipers were hidden under the hood with the air intake for the climate control system. It made for
a smooth flow of air over the windshield. The retractable headlamps popped up from the leading
edge of the hood. The cars tended to outlive the plastic gears for the headlight doors, and since
the dealers charged several hundred dollars for the repair, it was common to see Firebirds
driving around with one or both headlights stuck open during the day. Smooth wheelcovers
were available on the Trans Am, attached to turbine finned alloy wheels. A frameless, flush
mounted, compound curved rear glass hatchback decklid provided All of these features
combined together to provide a low coefficient of drag. The front end of the vehicle featured
Taking styling cues from the design, the new car had full width tail lights, complete with a
Firebird emblem in the center. The all-new suspension design was more advanced and
aggressive than anything Detroit had offered previously, easily rivaling the Corvette's handling
abilities, but not its sophistication. The front suspension utilized MacPherson struts, with
inboard mounted coil springs and lower front control arms. A huge torque arm was mounted
from the transmissions tailshaft to the rear axle center to further stabilize the axle's tendency to

twist. The interior now featured aircraft inspired details and gauges, using both fake and real
Torx head screws that fastened the dash and console trim panels. Optional Recaro seats were
offered. The , non-Formula 3 spoke steering wheel was re-used and featured a Firebird logo
mounted in the center of the horn pad, with optional leather grip. Many power options could be
had. Special Viscount "PMD" bucket seats were optional, featuring a small opening in the
headrest and a PMD logo in the center of the backrest. Leather seats were also available on
both the standard seats and Viscount "PMD" seats. A standard locking rear glovebox was
mounted on the rear driver"s side of the cargo area and a mini spare tire was hidden behind the
opposite panel on the passenger side. A lockable cargo door on the rear floor area and a
retractable cargo area privacy shade were also available as options on all Firebirds. The Firebird
came standard with inch steel wheels, with several wheel options available unique to the base
model. This option was created due to a shortage of rear disc brake components. The Trans Am
came standard with a new incarnation of its traditional "Air Extractors" on the fenders. A
dark-tinted version of the base Firebird's tail lights were fitted to the rear of the car and also
featured a Silver or Gold "Phoenix" between them. Rubber "Mini-Spats" stone deflectors were
mounted just before the front and rear wheels, and were toned down from the 70's design used
on the earlier 2nd Gen Trans Am. Plans had originally been made to use a refined version of
Pontiac's Turbo 4. It was scrapped at the last minute, leaving many to speculate as to what
could have been, had the engine been allowed to survive like its turbocharged companion, the
Buick Turbo 3. Despite this, the Turbo Bulge hood remained on the option list; on the Crossfire
V-8, it was made functional, and even a lightweight aluminum version of this hood, "RPO T45",
was available on the option list. It was a curved piece of pressed steel, and would be used in
later years as the centerpiece of the Formula option. The Trans Am came standard with one of
the two Chevy V8s. Standard with a host of options, some features included charcoal Parella
cloth Recaro seats, t-tops, a black exterior with gold trim, and black "Bowling Ball" hubcaps
with special Gold Pontiac Arrowhead emblems on its center, mounted on gold-painted inch
aluminum wheels. These models are quite rare, and much is still unknown about how many
were built or how they were optioned. All had a black interior; it is not known if they included
black Recaro seats. As it was Pontiac's debut of the still-fresh 3rd Generation Trans Am, it is
possible that they would have been optioned with many of Pontiac's best amenities; however
few are known to still exist at this time. Therefore, it is hard to ascertain what options they
actually came with. These cars are featured in Daytona race footage and in various
advertisements. The Firebird remained basically unchanged from the previous model year. All
automatic transmission Firebirds now received a T-handle shifter knob, and the shift indicator
changed for the Automatic Overdrive R4. Midyear, the L69 high output was introduced. The LG4
was standard as was the WS6 package. The exterior remained virtually the same, except now
the Firebird logo decals on the sail panels were replaced with Gold-plated Black and Gold
Firebird Logo Medallions. The interior now featured Tan leather Recaro seats, carpeting, side
panels, and the headliner. In its second year, the third generation Trans Am was again selected
as the Daytona Pace Car , and Pontiac offered a total of 2, Daytona Pace Car replicas through
their dealerships. A new graphic adorned the power bulge of the pace car's hood, and these
limited-edition cars were the first to feature a special RPO W62, full-body ground-effects
package that extended around the entire car and molded plastic panels. Total production for
Firebird models increased to , units, making this the best-selling year of the 3rd Generation
Firebird. The Firebird's interior options and design remained virtually unchanged for , the only
exceptions being a slightly revised dashpad, with screwed-in speaker grilles, an optional
driver's knee pad bolster on the left side of the center console for manual cars, the T-tops were
also redesigned to use a pin-mounting arrangement, rather than the earlier latch-based setup,
and a new 1 piece horncap embossed with the Firebird logo replaced the earlier medallion
version. Base model Firebird production increased to 62, units. Another new for option was the
"High-Tech" inch, slot, concave aluminum wheels, painted Gold or Silver, with Black plastic
centercaps containing a Gold or Silver Firebird logo. The only drivetrain changes made for the
model year were the deletion of the Trans Am only EFI Crossfire , a hydraulic clutch was now
used on the T-5 Borg-Warner 5-speed transmission, and on L69 equipped cars, a lightweight
flywheel and an aluminum belhousing were employed. L69 equipped Trans Ams also received
an RPM tachometer, an 80 PSI oil pressure gauge, a high output single electric fan, a functional
cold-air induction hood, a higher output mechanical fuel pump, and a secondary electric fuel
pump to help prevent vapor lock. Trans Am production increased to 55, units. The H. O L69
engine was now the only available engine. The exterior still featured a Black painted body, but
gone was the Gold paint on the lower half of the body. The interior still featured its namesake
Tan leather Recaro seats. It also only utilized the H. The Black tinted Trans Am tail lights
featured White paint on the horizontal bars, and a stunning Blue on White Firebird logo on the

tail light center panel. All Firebird models underwent redevelopment to boost sales as a number
of power train improvements were introduced. The Firebird received a restyled nose with Black
wrap-around inserts known as "bumperettes" to replace the grille inserts; wrap-around
"bumperettes" were also added to the rear bumper. The tail lights remained unchanged from the
previous "louvered" style design. The carbureted V6 was replaced with a new, multi-port
fuel-injected 2. The interior evolved with a new dash design containing redesigned gauges that
used a graph-patterned background, a slightly refined dashpad, new T-handle shifter for
automatics; a padded and more ergonomic center console design, updated stereo and HVAC
faceplates, and an optional version of the previous year's more ergonomic 15th Anniversary's
steering wheel. It too used the new for '85 nose and rear bumper, but it now included some new
items to set it apart. Cloth Recaro seats were also now available. The Trans Am also underwent
changes. The "Turbo Bulge" hood was discontinued in favor of a new flat hood with twin
louvered vents or "nostrils" that were functional, with heat exhaust vents on the rear edges. The
Trans Am also received a restyled nose, integral fog lights, and newly redesigned ground
effects. It utilized new "low density" taillight lenses with a grid-style pattern rather than the
"louvered" pattern in use since The Trans Am came standard with the "High Tech" inch concave
aluminum wheels from the previous year, but it was also now available with the a version of the
15th Anniversary's WS6 suspension and its "Aero Tech" inch aluminum wheels, but in finished
Natural Silver. A Borg-Warner 9-bolt differential was made available for the first time, and was
said to be stronger than the standard corporate 10 bolt axle. Further attempts to put the Trans
Am into higher regard included overhead console from the Camaro lineup, which included
several manually adjusted reminder wheels, a positionable map light, a removable flashlight
with "FIREBIRD" script, and a small pocket for a garage door opener or sunglasses. The Trans
Am drag coefficient was measured at 0. At the time, it was the most aerodynamically efficient
car GM ever produced. All Firebirds received center, high-mounted stop lamps to comply with
Federal legislation; these were placed on top of the back hatch window. All cars received
restyled, more modern instrument gauges. New tail light lenses were now introduced on the
base Firebird, completing the replacement of the "slit" or "louvered" taillight lenses that had
been a Firebird signature since The 2. The rubberâ€”vinyl wrap-around rear wing became
standard on Trans Am available only in black; as these wings aged, these and those offered on
subsequent model-year vehicles would suffer from cracking and splitting problems , the Wing
spoiler was a credit option on the Trans Am, and mandatory if the louvered rear window was
ordered. Midyear, Pontiac introduced a new light-weight, cross-lace wheel, available for the
Trans Am. Only 26 Trans Ams with the H. O L69 were built in ; it was discontinued because of
fuel vapor lock boiling problems. The Firebird body remained basically unchanged. All center,
high-mounted stop lamps were relocated to a new position between the spoiler and the rear
deck lid, and the large Firebird hood emblem disappeared forever. All V8s now received factory
roller camshafts, and faced with consumer demands for more power, GM officially released the
new 5. The 5. L69 production was stopped, leaving the LG4 as the only remaining carbureted V8
used in the F-body. Gold inch, flat-mesh, diamond-spoke wheels were standard on GTA, with
inch, slot wheels standard on Trans Am. The wrap-around wing was now made of fiberglass to
reduce weight and became standard on Trans Am and Formula; the regular, flat-surfaced
spoiler from earlier Trans Am models was now made standard on Firebird. Later WS6 cars used
ZR rated tires. Many people like to say, incorrectly, that the engine itself was pulled directly out
of the C4 Corvette , which itself began using the engine in , but the heads on the Corvette were
aluminum whereas the Firebird heads were cast Iron, although it did give the GTA performance
numbers comparable to GM's flagship performance platform from whence it came. ASC was
contracted to convert all of the official Camaro Convertibles from to For this reason, Pontiac did
not directly offer a convertible through dealers like the Camaro. However, these were not an
official Pontiac offering, they are considered coach convertibles. The conversion of the Firebird
was identical to the "factory" Camaros of the same model year. The exception was the obvious
cosmetic changes, the rear quarter caps, spoiler which was a base model spoiler cut off and the
high mount 3rd brake light were Firebird convertible specific. Once complete, ASC would ship
the now Firebird convertible to the participating dealership for delivery. This remained the
procedure for dealerships through the model year. According to ASC, they did not convert any
Firebirds for the model year. The Firebird remained basically unchanged. The Firebird Formula
received new high tech 16x8-inch aluminum wheels with distinctive silver "WS6" center caps.
The GTA wheels were slightly restyled, and the convex inch wheels were dropped as all Trans
Ams received the 16x8" diamond-spoke aluminum wheels, available in different colors white,
red, charcoal, and black in addition to the GTA's gold. The GTA received a new steering wheel
with integral radio controls. The optional convertible model also carried over, and now optional
on the GTA was a new "notchback" hatch: rather than the large, glass hatchback that had been

common to the Third Generation Firebird, the optional notchback consisted of a fiberglass trunk
lid with a small, flat, vertical glass window. The notchback also incorporated redesigned rear
seatbacks with integral headrests. The notchback became popular with onlookers, who often
assumed the notchback-equipped GTA was a Ferrari , thereby encouraging some owners of the
type to dub their GTA the "Ferrari Back. In rare instances, a dealership would get a
notchback-equipped GTA on their lot. Another reason for the relative obscurity of the notchback
is that the sales information was not very well disseminated to Pontiac salespeople, so many of
them had no idea it was available as an option. As attractive as the notchback was, GTA owners
were constantly plagued with structural and cosmetic issues with the design. The fiberglass
would blister, causing surface bubbles resembling a bad case of acne. The Pontiac repair
solutions were simply to sand the notchback down and repaint it, but the problem would always
return, and GTA owners could expect multiple trips in order to achieve a final repair of the
problem, or to have a new notchback installed. The notchback was intended to carry over and
be standard-issue on the 20th Anniversary GTA, but the plan never materialized; the
aforementioned quality control issues apparently caused GM not to carry it over to the next
year.. ASC continued to offer a Convertible for dealerships in It was not well known at the time,
but in , Pontiac produced the quickest [12] and fastest [13] American production car. The
"Excitement Division" was also asked to provide a car to pace the 73rd running of the
Indianapolis ; sadly, it would be the final time a Pontiac would ever receive that honor. But
short-distance sprinting was not all this car could do well. However, Motor Trend declared the
winner to be a Corvette ZR-1 , which went much faster, but was not a production car it was a
prototype that Chevrolet intended to release for production in , but did not come out until
Because of this, the TTA has gained a cult following among amateur racing enthusiasts. The
narrow engine bay of the Trans Am required the use of different cylinder heads , which
happened to have better flow characteristics than the old Buick heads. Special stainless steel
headers were made specifically for the project as well. The heads, headers, along with more
refined tuning of the boost and fuel curves, all added up to a more powerful package than the
older Buicks. PAS was also in charge of testing and assembling the engines. Most TTA's came
with T-tops and leather interior, but there were also hardtops and cloth-interior cars. The three
actual pace cars were randomly selected from the production run, and sent to Indianapolis to
pace the race. Thus, the pace car replicas were closer to the actual pace cars than any replica
previously offered; the only difference between the replicas and the three actual pace cars was
the addition of strobe lights and safety equipment to the latter. As has been proven to be the
case in subsequent years, relying on a small engine for cruising, and a turbocharger for power,
provides an exciting driving experience while returning impressive fuel mileage. The rarest 20th
Anniversary Turbo Trans Ams are the hardtops and convertibles. Only 40 hardtops were made.
At least two of these test cars were sold to private individuals, so there are at least two
extremely rare, non-white, factory TTA's in existence; in fact, one is known to be red. According
to a March Vol. According to the same Car and Driver article, very few of these "sleeper"
Formulas hit the streets; only about 50 were built each model year, as almost all LB9-equipped
Formulas came with an automatic transmission â€” which disqualified them from receiving the
high-performance N10 and GM3 options. Firebirds optioned with T-tops received new acrylic
plastic tops made by Leximar for GM. The new tops were lighter in weight and tinted darker, but
were more dome shaped and aged rapidly. GM replaced many sets with tops made of glass
under warranty, but the acrylic tops continued as standard-issue through All Firebirds optioned
with rear disc brakes now received PBR brake calipers and larger brake rotors, which resolved
issues encountered with previous-model rear discs and increased stopping power. The system
was adapted from GM's higher-end Corvette and Cadillac vehicles in response to an escalating
trend among car thieves to target the Camaro and Firebird. VATS incorporated a small resistor
into the ignition key shaft which was read by a sensor when the key was inserted.
VATS-equipped cars also displayed anti-theft system warning decals in the lower rear corners
of the side windows. A new CD player was offered, shoulder belts were added in the back seat,
and the convertible model carried over. ASC continued to make Convertibles for Pontiac
dealerships. A total of Convertibles were reported by ASC. A portion of those were powered
Convertibles. Information comes from ASC Order log, the Order log show only of the reported
convertibles, as of August , three of those missing 6 vehicles have been identified and added to
the above data. As a side note there are a known 5 L98 Powered Camaros made in , making the
total number of L98 Powered Firebird and Camaro Convertibles produced some of the rarest
and sought after third Gens made with a total of around produced for both lines all years
combined. A driver's side airbag was made standard. The Firebird interior again received a
redesign, this time the changes were much less drastic: the lower dash and under-dash panels
were altered, and accessory switches were moved to a new panel above the heater and radio

controls. The deluxe contoured interior door panels that were standard in GTAs and available in
Trans Ams were no longer available. All models would have to make do with the rather crude,
flat, carpeted door panels, although if leather seats were ordered, genuine perforated leather
was added above the armrest on the basic door panels. In GTAs the cheap door panels looked
very out of place next to the exotic looking articulating seats. The console got a new shift
indicator. This time, there was actually a needle to indicate what gear you had selected.
Previously, you just had to line up the shifter handle with the markings. Steering wheel mounted
radio controls disappeared from the GTA due to the addition of the airbag , and the L98 engine
was no longer offered in the T-top cars due to fuel economy regulations. The LB9 and L98
platforms were updated with new speed density fuel injection, and the elimination of the MAF
sensor reduced production costs and supposedly improved performance. All Lequipped cars
now received the N10 dual catalytic converters as standard, which technically was a mid year
change for Like the Camaro, the Firebird only received a half-year production run, as Pontiac
labored to release the restyled model. Production ceased on December 31, All Firebirds
received re-styled noses loosely fashioned after the "Banshee IV" show car while Pontiac was
developing the all-new Fourth Generation platform. The Trans Am's ground effects were
re-styled as well, and were made available as an appearance package on the base model
Firebird, but unavailable on the Formula. The Trans Am and Formula received a new
fiberglass-constructed, flat, wrap-around wing, The Trans Am and GTA received updated
two-piece tail lights with "PONTIAC" scripted in orange across the panels, and the center,
high-mounted stop lamps were moved to inside the top edge of the rear hatch. Due to its lighter
weight and improved aerodynamics the Firebird Convertible was finally available through GM's
normal ordering procedures. ASC still converted T-top cars into convertibles but the ordering
process was simplified and dealers would no longer need to have the cars drop shipped to ASC
in Michigan. The Convertibles were offered with one of three engine options: LHO 3. An
improvement on the T-top cars was introduced mid year on all F-bodies. T-top cars now came
with new seals which greatly reduced leaks into the passenger compartment. No two cars SLP
produced were alike; they all were special orders. SLP had anticipated making of these special
Firebird Formulas, but in fact, only 27 were ordered; and of those, only 25 were ever built
numbered 1â€”25 for hardtops â€” with numbers 18 and 23 never being built â€” and the only
Firehawk Convertible was numbered 27 which was the only non-formula. Motor Trend test
results : [19]. This marked the final production year for the Third Generation platform. Release
of the Fourth Generation model was imminent, and Pontiac made few changes to the Firebird.
The special edition Formula Firehawk that appeared in was still available, although a lot of
dealers were unaware of its existence. The lack of awareness and a sky high price tag conspired
to keep the sales figures down on the special Firehawk. As for the rest of the line, new exterior
colors were available, including a bright "Jamaica Yellow". One interior color was changed,
from the camel colored beechwood to a greyish beige. Convertibles were still available. One
improvement made on all F-bodies was the addition of some extra bonding agents to stiffen the
structure of the cars. The extra bonding was an attempt to correct squeaks and rattles that
some owners had complained about. This also allowed GM to experiment with some of the new
technologies which were to be implemented on the fourth generation cars. As use of the L98 in
the Corvette had come to an end, rough-cast runners found their way into Lequipped Firebirds,
and some cars received special rubber snubbers on the rear hatch frame that were designed to
make the hatch more stable. This would be the last year for the light weight deep dish
cross-laced wheels that had been available since , and had been styled to look like expensive
aftermarket rims. It would be the last year for the GTA, the last year for concealed windshield
wipers, and the last year for the aerodynamic body with the long hood and low roofline. It was
also the last year for full leather covering on the front seats. Some GTA's ended up with drum
brakes on the rear, presumably because of a shortage of disc brake parts. Buyers were
compensated for the downgrade. Ultimately, very few Trans Ams, GTA's, and Formulas were
produced in this model year, as most buyers were waiting for the next-generation models. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Corvette Museum. Automotive News. Archived
from the original on April 15, Retrieved October 10, Retrieved August 27, Models which were
exclusive to Canada. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description
matches Wikidata Use mdy dates from October Short description is different from Wikidata
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Pontiac Firebird GTA. Jerry Palmer, Bill Porter [1] [2]. Pony car
Muscle car. Chevrolet Camaro third generation. V8 only made, all five-speed manuals.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Pontiac Firebird 3rd generation. Ventura II. Tempest
Custom. Custom S. Grand Am. Strato Chief. Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham.

Parisienne Brougham. Star Chief. Star Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham.
Bonneville Brougham. Station wagon. Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer.
Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV. Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Conversion headlights allow
you to get rid of the stock sealed beam headlights on Camaros for more modern headlight
options. You have the option of adding upgraded led bulbs, modified headlight buckets, trim
rings, adjusters, springs and all hardware for a complete install. The headlights have a glass
clear lens for long term durability. They use a bulb so there are all kinds of different options
available on the market today. If you wish to use your own headlight buckets you will need to
enlarge the opening at the back of the bucket, but other than that they install like the originals.
We offer optional headlight buckets - these are original buckets that have been modified, sand
blasted and powder coated matte black. The trim rings we sell are also originals that have been
sand blasted and powder coated for good looks and long term durability. These are plug and
play bulbs with no wiring or additional parts to mount. They also have an adjustable beam
pattern which helps them work much better with stock appearing headlights. Bulbs have a k
cool white light output. In addition to better night visibility these bulbs also have less electric
system draw compared to stock style sealed beam headlights. Active cooling keeps the bulbs
from getting hot and helps increase the life span of the bulbs. Makes life easier on the driver
and the alternator. Will not fit Firebirds. Rating Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3
stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Would you
like to add any optional products? Which headlight bulbs would you like? Current Stock:.
Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Description Videos 1 Review Description
Conversion headlights allow you to get rid of the stock sealed beam headlights on Camaros for
more modern headlight options. Choose Options. Quick view. Add a modern appearance to
your Camaro with these replacement LED bulbs. These unique LED turn signal bulbs light up
white when your running lights are on and switch to amber when the turn Add to Cart. You will
need a quantity of 4 to do all high and low beam headlights. A broken adjuster will cause Pack
of stainless headlight retaining ring mounting screws for Camaros. Includes enough for all 4
headlights, plus 4 extra. Same length and size as factory but stainless screws for corrosion This
product only includes one headlight with a halogen bulb. Convert your Camaro sealed beams to
modern United Pacific conversion headlights. Unlike cheaper conversion headlights these use a
Engine Related Parts. We try to add new parts for sale to this page every week. We update this
page every evening. This page is current and up to date. Most of the parts that we have in stock
are already featured on our website. If you don't see the part you are looking for, check back
with us from time to time. Email us if you have collision damage or need a substantial amount of
parts from one car since we have several complete cars that can become parts cars to fill a
large order. This seems to work on all web sites and most documents. Super rare, rust free
project car. Great condition with only a few imperfections. Excellent condition with no issues.
Great condition. No rust, dents or filler. Removed from a Trans Am. Email for extra images. No
rust or filler. Has some small dents lower front. Removed from a Firebird. It has a dent on the
lower portion that was hidden by the ground effects panel. Removed from a GTA. Good
condition. No rust. It does have some body filler and minor dings. Nice condition. No rust or
dents. It does have some minor filler. No dents, rust or filler. Has holes for the ground effects.
No issues, the car came into our facility with random primer spots. Complete with PW regulator.
Removed from a Firebird, so no molding holes. Email for images. Not original paint. Complete
with glass and PW regulator. Has no molding holes. Complete with glass and manual regulator.
Minor dings, no filler. Has a small rust bubble. No mounting holes for ground effects. Complete
manual regulator door. Also fits Firebird. Complete door minus the window regulator. Fits , but
has the molding holes for the Trans Am. No rust or filler, LH door has a very small dent. Doors
are complete with manual regulators. The paint is ugly so we are selling them cheap. No rust, or
dents. Has very minor filler. Complete minus the power window regulator. Fits , but has the
molding holes for the Has some small access holes on inner panel. Email for more images. No
rust or filler, has a couple of small dents. Great condition with no repairs or body damage. Has
some minor rust that had been treated with POR Email extra images. No rust or filler, not bent or
separated. Has small dent on front edge. No rust, dents or filler, not bent or separated. Cut and
made functional. Very nice condition. Inserts included. Great condition with no issues. Motor
not working. Ships FedEx Ground. Pair Trans Am Fender Extractors sold. Great condition,
complete. No rust at all. Has some dents on bottom of rockers, but the floor is nice. Has a small
dent. No rust or body damage. Removed from a Very nice condition, no rust. Removed from a
GM T-Top car. Has some surface rust in T-Top channel. Excellent condition, no rust. Includes
area under the front seat. Should fit Great condition, no rust. Underside braces are dented.
Removed from a Trans Am, has some dents on understructure. No rust dents or filler. Should be
the same for all Includes battery tray area. Minor rust pits in window channel only. Upholstery

not perfect. Great condition not rusty. Gray tinted glass has some scratches. Email for extra
image. Great condition with minor scratches in plastic. Should be the same No dents, bends or
rust. Should be the same for No rust or damage. Color will vary. Has one tiny chip. Complete
with pads and mounting hardware. Has prevision for third brake light. No issues. Should be the
same for several years. No cracks or damage, just ugly paint. For cars with the pedestal spoiler.
Has holes for pedestal spoiler and brake light. Email for the extra images. Has holes for aero
spoiler and brake light. Has holes for Trans Am spoiler. Has holes for Formula spoiler. Has no
issues. No cracks or tears. Has small indentation that would be hidden be the license plate.
Great condition with ugly paint with a couple minor imperfections. No repairs. Looks great, but
it has a crack on the upper RH park light area. Tested, working. Pair Trans Am Power Mirrors
sold. Have minor scratches on mirror surface. Have Includes harness from GTA. Nice condition
with no rub holes. Have some minor warpage and road pits. Very nice, new reproduction. Great
condition with some minor scratches and paint over spray. Some minor ground scrapes, no bad
tabs. Some wheel scrapes and extra holes, no bad tabs. Has some cracks and broken tabs.
Some scrapes and minor distortion. Has some indentations. No broken tabs. Should fit several
years of Firebird. All the tabs are good, but they have deep scratches and the middle one has a
small split bottom center. Not split or cracked. Has some minor chips on edges. Has a couple of
cracks. Has a indention on bottom edge. Has minor rub marks from the door. Has one torn
mounting tab. These weld onto the car. May have some light surface rust. Fits with Space Saver.
Never used. Has wear on back side. Slightly used. Excellent condition. Ships regular ground.
Nice and tight. May need new rams. You get the parts in the image. From what we can tell, this
is everything required other than the hole in the deck lid and body. Should work on all Firebird
and Trans Ams. With washers. Without washers. Great condition, tested. Needs washer pump.
Covers are always cracked. May fit For fuel injected cars. Goes back by the fuel tank. Pair
Firebird 5. No leaks, dents or rust. Minor residue. Great condition, tested and working. Fuel
pump on engine type. Great condition, tested and working sending unit. Needs new pump on
sender. We have several factory colors in stock. Should fit other years. Fits T5 and r4
transmissions. Sound Excellent. Complete minus column switch. Face faded from the sun.
Cable included. Has broken tab. Perfect for parts. Fits several years. Removed from an All
engines. Forward facing lower evap. Has vertical lower evaporator tube. Has forward facing
lower evap. Some cracks on the mounts. Car was not driven. Two fender one roof. There is a
small chip in one of the fender emblems. Should fit several years. Have minor paint over spray.
Pair Firebird Fender Emblems sold. Email fir extra images. Tested and working. May have some
light scratches or paint overspray on edges. Used on cars with rear spoiler. Plastic surround
not included. For cars with pedestal rear spoiler. Wire connector has been cut off. For cars with
Aero Wing. Looks nice, but has some scratches. Has light scratches that would buff out.
Reflector has sun cracks. Lenses have some light scratches. Center section is cracked. Set
Firebird Tail Light Assys sold. Look great, but have some scratches and a chip one the outer
edge of the LH tail light. Great condition, a little hazy from the sun and age. Motor not included.
Missing the headlight bezel. New bushings. Great condition pad, has one small crack. Speaker
covers have bad studs. We believe it to be the same Out of a V8 air bag car. Out of a V6 air bag
car. Harness needs minor repair due to aftermarket alarm. Dash carrier has a couple minor
splits. No cracks or broken tabs. Has manual type speedometer. Missing the tripometer knob.
Has , miles. Great condition with nice circuit board. Has 65, mi on standard speedometer.
Complete with key. Floor shift, auto with pulse. Same Out of manual shift car with Intermittent
wipers. Floor shift, automatic with Intermittent wipers. Missing key and lock bezel. Great
condition with key. Floor shift, auto with steering wheel radio controls. Floor shift, automatic.
Out of air bag car. For air bag steering wheel. Standard Ignition EM Looks great, not tested. Not
tested. Bezel included. Complete without mast. Complete with mast. Missing the treble knob.
Great condition with nice structure. Fabric not perfect. We have both the fiberboard and plastic
types. Pop in type. Color is worn on top of wheel. Has some minor splits on the reverse side
spoke area. Includes fuse box cover. Has performance suspension emblem. Great condition
cores or drivers. Tracks not included. Power lumbar functions work. Tracks included. Great
condition seats. Need upholstery. Great condition seat. LH track reclines. Saddle tan. Dark blue.
No sun damage. Dark gray. Light gray. Needs new carpet. Some minor scratches, no sun
damage. Local pickup only. Local pickup or Freight Shipping Only. Three pieces are in great
condition. The large piece as well as one of the smaller pieces has some damage. Nice panels,
but speaker holes were drilled into them. They could be repaired. Very nice. Matching trunk lock
included. No sun rot. Removed from a SE. Molding is starting to come off. Some minor
scratches, No sun damage. Power window switches included. No cracks or damage. The door
has been recovered. Nice, not cracked or broken. Appears to be the same It's just the base.
Complete with flash light. Missing map light and a knob. Excellent, unused condition. Boot has

small tear. Tested and working with new bushings. Tested and working fine. For standard Trunk
Latch. For power Trunk Latch. Should be the same with power trunk. Rear Compartment Lock
with Key sold. Complete set. Some minor fading and sun damage. Great driver quality set.
Drivers seat belt retractor does not roll up properly, everything else seems to work fine. It could
be cleaned up a little better. They could be cleaned up a little better. Some minor scratches. For
t-top car. Great condition with some scratches. The set will have minor imperfections. For hard
top. Great condition with some minor scrapes and scratches. Out of R4 car. Out of a with R4.
Out of a with T Car was not driven, ever. Ask for details. Pads are always worn. Manual linkage
type. Hydraulic type. Linkage has two small repairs, but will function fine. Some wear. Great
condition, but mirror surface is hazy. Includes mounting screws. Fit several years. Soft Ray
Tinted. May have minor scratches. RF has a small dent. Has tabs for cars with Aero Spoiler.
Upper rubber is good, lower rubber is split. Tested, works great. It should be the same for
several years. Minus power window switches. Regulators and actuators are tested and working.
Includes console plate with switches. This Page Is Current. Items on this page are featured in
two ways. If an item is listed with BLACK text then the image accompanying it is an actual
image of the exact item for sale. When an item is featured with BLUE text we have more than
one of that item in our inventory, so the image accompanying the item is an image of an item
like the one that is for sale in similar condition, just not the exact item. Also Items like bumper
brackets, when featured with blue text, may or may not come with the hardware bolts even when
seen or not seen in the images depending on what we have in stock. We do our best to supply
the hardware whenever possible. Please read the below carefully and if you have a Firebird,
bookmark this page because it is not IF but WHEN you will see one or more of the below. The
motors are very durableâ€¦ everything else is not. Take a look below for extensive details about
the gear failure that causes the motor to continue to run for about 5 seconds and make a terrible
grinding noise. Yep, you read that correctlyâ€¦ this can cause even a metal brass gear to fail.
This is crucial so pay attention here closely. The metal motor housing of the headlight motor
assembly is held tightly to the plastic gear housing by four metal tabs. Over time, these tabs
can come loose and often do. You can easily check for this by either a with the hood open have
somebody cycle the lights. Another way to check for this is b to reach down in there with the
hood open, grab the metal motor housing, and see if you can wiggle it. You should NOT be able
to wiggle it. The metal motor housing is securely fastened to the plastic gear housing which is
securely fastened to the car. If you can wiggle the motor housing then you should be moving
the entire car and that is not likely. You have to be careful, however, of checking it like this
because if it is loose enough, what happens when the light is in the full up or down position
there is such a huge binding force on the motor and gear that it will feel tight!!! You should fix
this immediately by removing the headlight motor assembly from the car and pounding the tabs
back down tight. This is very important and if you are buying the brass gears, it is important to
check this and pound the tabs down tight before installing the motor back in the car. As the
motor tilts the worm drive teeth of the motor are no longer firmly seated in the teeth of the nylon
or brass gear. Now, you might wonder how a brass gear can get chewed up? However, if you
take that pocket knife and whittle away at the tree, you will slowly be able to go completely
through the tree. Same thing happens with the brass or nylon gearâ€¦ the very tips of the worm
drive shave away at the very tips of the brass gear and this is how even a metal gear can fail.
So, by fixing this early, you can possibly prevent a gear failure, and, if you are still on the stock
nylon gear, maybe even prolong the time until it ultimately fails. Description of how the motor
worm gear torques away from the nylon or brass or hard coated aluminum gear and causes the
gear to strip. Picture showing the plastic gear housing, metal motor housing, and tabs which
hold the two together. Picture showing the use of a punch to pound these tabs back down so
the metal motor housing will no longer wobble on the plastic gear housing. For example, when
arming or disarming the alarm or just turning on the fog lights or parking lights, the headlights
will cycle or go up but not on. Fix the gear and the lights will go back to working normally for
you again. This could actually be a couple of things. The easiest thing and is actually quite
common is that the headlight motor connector gets very corroded. There ends up being so
much corrosion in there that 12v can no longer make it through the corrosion to the headlight
motor and it just quits working. Unplug the connector near the headlight motor and check the
connections. Normally it will be very easy for you to see this corrosion as the connector may
even appear burned or slightly melted due to the heat caused by the high resistance just prior
to it completely not working. If it is not the corroded connector like mentioned above then it
could be the light is getting jammed in place. This can happen with either the nylon or brass or
hard coated aluminum gears. It does seem to happen primarily on older Firebirds or ones where
the lights get a lot of use so I do believe it is caused by something wearing which causes the
light to get jammed in place. This fixes the problem but only for that one cycle and that is no

good. The good news though is that I can explain a fix to ya that seems to work most of the
time. What you can do to help prevent the light from getting jammed is to STOP it a little early.
This will help to prevent the light from getting jammed. But, what you can do is something fairly
simple. It might require a little trial and error but the fix will be easy and cheap. If too soft, get a
harder hose. There are so many brands and sizes out there that it would be impossible for me to
list what works. What you can do though is take a look down in there and locate these stops.
Use a pencil or bolt or whatever you have that is about the same size. You should be able to get
several sizes and hunks to experiment with for just a buck or two and have more than enough to
do both your lights. However, right after you did this when the light went down, you heard the
terrible noise of a stripped gear. Then, after the next cycle of the light the stripped gear with the
broken teeth became obvious by the grinding noise. If so, read on. That is the most common of
this symptom but it could go up and then immediately back down too! If you read above, I talked
about the two stops associated with each light. One stop will stop the light in the up direction
and the other stops the light in the down direction. Well, if you are having the problem of your
light cycling up and then back down or down then immediately back up when you operate your
lights, what h
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as happened is one of these stops has broken off!!! Good news is that you can make your own
stop. What you need to do is drill out the area where the stop used to be then using a bolt and
nut or nuts, make your own stop! As with all things electronic, something has to control it! With
these headlights there is a headlight control module located behind the driver side headlight. It
is what sends the juice and kills the juice in more technical termsâ€¦ 12 volts DC! Well, in this
area, they are clueless. The headlight control modules on these cars hardly ever go out so
definitely do not plunk down a couple hundred bucks first thing just because the dealer says so.
The dealer will often tell you to replace this module when the lights go down and then
immediately back up as described in 6 above. So, be warned, while the control module might be
your problem, I say it is very unlikely and something else is causing your headlight motors to
not work properly. Pages: 1 2. Bookmark the permalink.

